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EVENT OESCRIPTION ANO PROBA8LE CONSEQUENCES h
ITTTII On February 23, 1982, during a Reactor Vessel Hydrostatic Pressure Test, an i

io |3; j approximate leak of 0.25 gpm was found in the Control Rod Drive (CRD) 42-07 |

l o 14 | | withdrawal line, at the point of inlet to the CRD housing flange. Inspection of |

lo Isl I the insert pipinq of CRD 42-07 and the withdrawal and insert lines of the |

| 0 |6 | | adiacent CRD showed no pitting. Even complete failure of the line would not i

10171 I have orevented insertion ne scrammino of the rod nor would the leakaqe have I

exceeded Technical Specification 3.6.D.1 limits.
10181 1 Thut the ef fects of this occurrence were minimal . I
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CAUSE OESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
|i |O f | Visual inspection of the wi thdrawal line revealed pitting on the inside of the |

|ili| | line where it penetrated the CRD housing flange. The pitting had propagated |

i ,121 | through the pipe wall allowing leakage f rom the pipe within the flange. The 1

|i|3| | exact cause i s unknown , however, inspection results will be forwarded to the j

Operational Analysis Department for analysis as to possible causes. A fillet
mI weld around the withdrawal line, at the point of entry to the flange, was made. I

8,|c,t,geweldwasinspectedandthe RD gggg, turned to service. 807
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1. LER NUMBER: LER/R0 82-3/0lT-0

ll. LICENSEE NAME: Commonwealth Edison Company
Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station

Ill. FACILITY NAME: Unit Two

IV. DOCKET NUMBER: 050-265

V. EVENT DESCRIPTION:

On February 23, 1982, a hydrostatic pressure test was performed on the
Unit Two Reactor vessel and associated piping. The test was performed at
1000 psig nominal Reactor operating pressure in order to inspect the
Reactor Clean-up System piping that had recently been repaired. During
the test, the Operating Engineer discovered a leak from the Control Rod
Drive (CRD) housing flange on CRD 42-07 (L-2). The leakage was observed
to be approximately 0.25 gallons per minute. Further investigation
revealed that the water was leaking from the CRD withdrawal line,
2-336A-3/4"A, in the portion of the line that is located within the CRD
housing flange. A repair program was initiated to correct the problem.

Vi. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THE OCCURRENCL:

The CRD withdrawal line routes water to and from the over piston side of
a control rod drive, thus, pressurizing the over piston area during a
withdrawal maneuver and venting the over piston area during an insert
maneuver. It also vents the over piston water to the scram discharge
volume during a Reactor scram. The line is normally isolated by means
of a solenoid operated directional control valve and/or the scram outlet
valve. Manual isolation can be achieved with a normally open manual
isolation valve located outside the Primary Containment.

A complete failure of the withdrawal line integrity would cause the
control rod to insert to its full in-core position. Leakage from a
total failure would have been approximately 3 gpm, as determined by
measuring the withdrawal stall flow. The stall flow was measured
recently and indicates that amount of leakage past the stop and drive
piston seals internal to the drive. This leakage would have been detected
by way of increased Drywell cump pump integrated flow. Positive Primary
Cont a i nnen t isolation could have been achieved by closing the manual
isolation valve in that line. Thus, the scram function of the control
rod drive was not inhibited, the Primary Containnent integrity was not
compromised, and the leakage observed was well within the 5 9pm
unidentified leakage limit specified in Technical Specification 3.6.D.I.
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Vll. CAUSE:

After the control rod drive was removed, a visual inspection was per-
formed on the CRD housing flange. Pitting was found on the inside
diameter of the withdrawal pipe. The pipe extends into the housing
flange and is fillet welded within the flange. Apparently, the pitting
propagated through the wall of the pipe, allowing water to spray up
between the pipe and the flange. The exact cause of the pitting is
presently unknown, but a report on the inspection findings will be
forwarded to the Operational Analysis Department for an evaluation as
to possible modes of failure.

The pipe is 3/4 inch stainless steel, Schedule 80S, ASTM A312, Grade
TP304, and was manufactured by the Sandvik Steel Company.

Vill. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The leak was discovered while the Reactor was shutdown and all of the
control rods were fully inserted. A fillet weld was made where the
withdrawal line penetrates the top of the CRD housing flange. This
repair was visually and liquid penetrant examined. In addition, visual
inspections of the insert line on CRD 42-07, as well as the insert and
withdrawal lines on the adjacent CRD (46-07), were performed. No signs
of pitting were observed. Since the pitting in the withdrawal pipe
of CRD 42-07 appears to be an Isolated case, this corrective action has
been deemed adequate.
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